
July 2024 Solicitation Questions and Responses
Solicitation Project Question Response
NE-01 4100-36-00 Does this project require a level 2 roundabout designer if the proposed roundabout is a 

single lane? Would a level 1 roundabout designer suffice? 
A Level 1 roundabout designer would suffice.

NW-05 1024-00-05 Will the final bridge design be completed by the consultant or BOS? BOS will be completing the final bridge design.
SE-01 1320-26-01 Is the consultant expected to provide topographic survey? The consultant is anticipated to survey culverts/utilities/section corners/property 

pipe/weak-obscure/etc. 
SE-01 1320-26-01 Is the April 1, 2025 date for the environmental document accurate? Yes
SE-04 1060-27-84 CANCELLED
SW-01 1009-17-09 Can you clarify if this work will take place primarily during the design or construction 

phase? The "Other Information" at the end of the NOI says firms would be prohibited 
from competing as a prime or sub for any design projects that were scoped/developed 
by individual/s employed by the firm which sounds like the work may be done during 
the design phase. Depending on answer, please clarify if construction inspection is 
allowed. Same question for SW-02. 

SW-01 and SW-02 are for Construction

SW-01,SW-021009-17-09 Does a firm need to complete NOIs for both SW01 and SW02 if only interested in one 
position?    

Submit NOIs for both solicitations to be considered for either.  The same NOI may be 
submitted for both if only one position is desired.

SW-02 1009-17-09 If one individual is being submitted for the PC role, should we submit that person for 
both SW-01 and SW-02 (Construction PC)? Same question would apply to SW-03 and SW-
04 (Design PC). 

The intent is the main contact would be different individuals, but the support could be 
the same for both solicitations SW-01 and SW-02.  Same for SW-03 and SW-04. 

SW-05 1009-17-11 Will the selected firm be prohibited from competing as a prime or subconsultant for any 
design or construction projects based on this work? 
Can you provide more detail of the tasks that may be performed related to "pulling and 
analyzing data"? 

No. The selected firm would not be prohibited from competing as a prime or 
subconsultant for any design or construction projects based on this work. 
Tasks related to "pulling and analyzing data" would include analyzing budgets, helping 
with federal fiscal reporting, and assisting with managing schedules.
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